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Abstract
Digital multipliers play a vital role in DSP based systems, DIP based systems,
NN based systems and etc., Since it is required by most & many in almost all
algorithms in the fields specified above and hence designing such digital
multipliers with low power, high speed and low area is mandatory, so that the
system is efficient in size, power, speed and cost. There are many types of
algorithms or multipliers available in literature, Such as Modified Booth
multiplier, Wallace tree multiplier, Radix-2 CSD multiplier and so on.
Especially, there have been extensive researches about Radix-2 CSD
multipliers as CSD numbers represented with lesser number of non-zero
digits. In this paper, a study on various techniques of CSD conversions and
best of these conversions is applied to different CSD multipliers. Horner
method based multiplication is taken as reference in this paper. It reduces
complexity. But, it faces the problem of high power consumption along with
low speed. In this paper, Pipeline based multiplication is proposed which
eliminates above said problems. This method saves execution time by 87.96%
time and reduces number of slice LUTs by 92.86% in comparison with the
earlier method (Horner based) while designing them in Verilog HDL and
targeted on Xilinx Vertex-7 device.
Index Terms: CSD (Canonic Signed Digit), DSP (Digital Signal Processing),
DIP (Digital Image processing), NN (Neural Network), HDL (Hardware
Description Language).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Digital Image Processing systems, Digital Signal Processing systems, Neural Network
systems and related fields require digital multiplier [1]as a most basic building block,
without which such design won’t exist. Therefore efficient design of such Systems is
majorly depends upon design of digital multipliers. There have been great researches
on digital multipliers and related techniques are grouped mainly into 2 groups [1]. In
one kind of digital multipliers, focus of research is on reducing number of processing
steps (i.e number of adders) such as Wallace tree multiplier[8],[9], Column bypass
multiplier, and Row bypass multiplier [11]. In the second kind of digital multipliers,
focus of research is on reducing number of partial products (i.e number of non-zero
digits in the number) such as Booth multiplier [1], Radix-2 CSD multiplier[1],[6],[7].
Among these, design of radix-2 CSD multiplier is considered in this paper as the
central theme, as
it is popularized in these days. Also, it would have minimum
partial products, so that some major design resources are said to be saved. This leads
to high speed, low area. And, hence researchers are focusing research on Radix-2
CSD multiplier [1],[6],[7]. In this paper, different techniques of CSD conversions and
Horner CSD multiplication algorithm are studied [1],[6]. Also, Pipeline CSD
multiplication is proposed. In section II different CSD conversion techniques and
existed Horner CSD multiplication technique [1] are presented, in section III proposed
pipeline CSD multiplication [3],[4] is discussed, in section IV comparisons of two
conversion techniques and two CSD multiplication algorithms are presented.
II. CSD CONVERSION TECHNIQUES
CSD multiplication can be done in 2 steps. In the first step multiplier is converted into
Canonic Signed Digit number from the binary number. In the second step actual
multiplication will be done. Here 2 types of CSD conversion techniques are presented.
They are Direct CSD conversion [1],[4],[5] and Bit by bit CSD conversion.
A. Direct CSD Conversion: - Unlike binary number system contains 1 and 0, Radix-2
CSD number contains 1, 0 and -1. In general radix-2N number system contains
integers from –N to N. This is straight forward conversion from binary numbers to
CSD number. For this conversion binary number is inputted to the following
equations.[1],[4] and [5]
a-1 = 0, y-1= 0,aW = aW-1
for (i= 0 to W-1)
{
Qi = ai xor ai-1
yi = yi-1 and Qi
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ti = ai+1 and yi
ci = 1- t i - ti
}
In the above algorithm input binary number is represented by ‘a’ and output CSD
number is denoted by ‘c’ and ‘W’ represents length of the number.
B. Bit by Bit CSD Conversion:- Unlike in earlier technique, this technique is
systematically modeled, and can be easily designed systematically in Verilog HDL.
This conversion is done bit by bit. First of all, OBCSD (One Bit CSD) module is
constructed as shown in Fig.1 which converts a binary bit to a CSD bit. Fig.2
represents the block diagram for 4 bit binary number to CSD number conversion. a[1] is assumed to 0, a[4] is 0 for unsigned numbers and 1 for signed numbers. For an
example if input a=0111, then output c=1001’.

Fig.1:- A logical diagram for OBCSD(One Bit CSD module)
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Fig.2:- a block diagram for converting 4 bit binary number to Radix-2 CSD number
through bit by bit conversion process.

C. EXISTING CSD MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHMS
CSD conversion is followed by CSD multiplications, which are of following types.
They are Bit serial multiplication [12-14], Horner method based multiplication [1,6,7]
and Pipeline CSD multiplication. In these first one is the direct method (i.e
conventional method), second method is discussed below and third method discussed
in the next section.
Horner based multiplication:- Horner method is used for Common Sub expression
elimination. Here, this is applied for CSD multiplication so that required number of
adders would be reduced. The procedure for doing this multiplication is given below
with an example.
III. PIPELINE BASED MULTIPLICATION
The concept of pipelining [2],[3] is generally used to reduce the computation time.
Here, this is used for the same purpose to pipeline CSD conversion processing step
and CSD multiplication processing step, so that those two steps are overlapped to
reduce overall time for the multiplication. This is clearly described in the Fig.2 below.
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Here, B is a 4-bit multiplicand, M is a 4-bit multiplier. Binary number of
HORNER CSD MULTIPLICATION [1]:
For an example Consider the value of multiplicand as 165 and multiplier as 95
B=10100101(165)
M=01110011(95)
After CSD conversion M becomes C
C=1001’0101’
Where 1’ represents –1
This method begins looking for 1s from Left most bit and moving to the right side. Difference of
positions of neighboring 1s is considered as weight as shown in the following expressions.
B x 23 – B = B1
B1 x 22 + B = B 2
B2 x 22 – B = B 3
Final Result = B3 x 20

Multiplier is converted into CSD number (C) by using Bit by bit CSD conversion.
This type of multiplication is explained with an example as shown below.

Fig.3:-Block Diagram Pipelined CSD Multiplication
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PIPELINE CSD MULTIPLICATION:
For an example Consider the value of multiplicand as 12 and multiplier as 7
B=1100(12)
M=0111(7)
M is given to Bit by bit CSD conversion module as shown in Fig.2.
In the 1st step C[0] is produced as 1’, then -1 is multiplied with Multiplicand, B. in the 2nd and 3rd
steps as C[1] & C[2] are zeros, result is unchanged. In the 4 th step Multiplicand shifted thrice (its
position) and added to the previous result to get the final result.
Step1: C[0]= --1 => --B = B1
Step2: C[1]= 0 => No change
Step2: C[2]= 0 => No change
Step2: C[3]= 1 => B*2^3 + B1 = B2 (Final Result)

IV. RESULTS
In this section comparison between two CSD conversion techniques and comparison
between existing and proposed CSD multiplication algorithms are presented.
Table1: Comparison between CSD conversion techniques.
Parameter

Bit by bit CSD
Conversion

Direct CSD Conversion

Number of Slice LUTs

15 out of 63400

16 out of 63400

Number of bonded IOBs 24 out of 210

26 out of 210

Total delay

2.077 ns

2.088 ns

Power requirement

42.8 mw

42.8 mw

From the Table1 of comparison between Direct CSD conversion and Bit by Bit CSD
conversion, it is shown that number of slice LUTs for direct CSD conversion
technique is preferable over first technique. i.e. delay is lesser and number of slices
and bonded IOBs are also lesser for Bit by bit CSD conversion technique than for
Direct CSD conversion technique. Therefore Bit by Bit CSD conversion technique is
applied in the following multiplication algorithms.
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Table 2: Comparison between CSD multiplication algorithms with targeted device of
Spartan6
Parameter

Horner based
multiplication[1]

Pipeline based
multiplication

Number of Slice LUTs

27916 out of 63400

233 out of 63400

Number of bonded
IOBs
Number of BUFGs

33 out of 210

33 out of 210

1 out of 210

1 out of 210

Total real time for XST
completion
Total CPU time for
XST completion

756.0 sec

91.0 sec

755.31 sec

90.12 sec

Table 3: Comparison between CSD multiplication algorithms with targeted device of
vertex-7
Parameter
Horner based multiplication
Pipeline based
multiplication
Number of Slice LUTs

27924 out of 63400

213 out of 63400

Number of bonded
IOBs

33 out of 210

33 out of 210

Number of BUFGs

1 out of 210

1 out of 210

Total real time for XST
completion

709.0 sec

29.0 sec

Total real time for XST
completion

708.31 sec

28.5 sec

Table2 and Table3 shows comparison between Horner based multiplication and
pipeline based multiplication with targeted device of Spartan6 and Vertex-7
respectively.it shown that a lot of time of execution, requirement of number of slice
LUTs are said to be saved in pipeline based multiplication in comparison with the
Horner based multiplication, although number of bonded IOBs and number of BUFGs
are equal for both of them in Spartan6 device. Same thing is applied even in Vertex-7.
But from these comparisons, implementation on Vertex-7 device is said to be
preferable over implementation on Spartan6 device. Because number of slice LUTs
and total time for XST completion are greatly reduced.
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V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
In the proposed method of radix-2 CSD multiplication Pipeline concept is applied and
shown that it has saved execution time as well as the requirement of number of slice
LUTs while maintaining same number of bonded IOBs and number of BUFGs in
comparison with the Horner based method. Therefore DIP based systems or DSP
based systems or NN based systems or any other related systems would be efficiently
designed with this Pipeline based Radix-2 CSD multiplier with getting accelerated in
speed and further miniature in size. Also, it has shown that implementation on Vertex7 device is preferable over implementation on Spartan6 device.
In the future, this technique will be utilized for area and speed efficient design of
fixed point multiplier or IEEE-754 single precision based floating point multiplier.
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